Living with vascular Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome (vEDS)
Results of a survey conducted through vEDS Facebook groups.
Spring 2017

OBJECTIVES

Participation objectives:

In spring 2017, a survey was posted in vEDS Facebook support groups.
The survey had two main objectives:
1 To shed light on the experience of living with vEDS.
2 To explore the value of current and potential future resources

for people with vEDS.
We received 82 responses; 81 with a confirmed diagnosis of vEDS.
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About the respondents and their relatives
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ABOUT THE RESPONDENTS

Most respondents were positively diagnosed via blood test or
skin biopsy

METHOD BY WHICH PATIENTS WERE DIAGNOSED

BLOOD TEST

66%

SKIN BIOPSY
CLINICAL
DIAGNOSIS

(Do not have relatives who were
diagnosed via blood test)

CLINICAL
DIAGNOSIS

(Have relatives who were
diagnosed via blood test)

22%

6%

5%
0%
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ABOUT THE RESPONDENTS

While vEDS affects men and women in equal numbers, this was not
reflected by our respondent pool, wherein more women responded
to the survey than men

WOMEN

31%
MEN

69

%

The difference between the amount of women and men respondents may have been a result of a social media bias.
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ABOUT THE RESPONDENTS

The majority of respondents were between 20 and 60 years of age

41-60 YEARS OF AGE
0-20 YEARS OF AGE

19 %

42

%

36%

3%
61+ YEARS OF AGE

21-40 YEARS OF AGE

When a caregiver was completing the survey for a child with vEDS, they answered as if they
were the child, which explains why almost 20% of respondents are younger than 20.
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ABOUT THE RESPONDENTS

Survey respondents within US

SNOHOMISH COUNTY, WA
PIERCE COUNTY, WA

SPOKANE, WA

PLYMOUTH, VT
DOUGLAS COUNTY, OR

NORTH MANKATO, MN

OCONTO COUNTY, WI

DANE COUNTY, WI

JAMESTOWN CHARTER TOWNSHIP, MI

BOONE COUNTY, IA
OMAHA, NE

DAVIS COUNTY, UT

ELGIN & BARTLETT, IL
SHENANDOAH, IA

COLLEGE TOWNSHIP, PA
YORK COUNTY, PA

BUTLER COUNTY, OH

CLINTON COUNTY, IN

CULPEPPER COUNTY, VA

CINCINNATI, OH

GUNNISON, CO

FRESNO COUNTY, CA

BLOUNT COUNTY, TN
MARICOPA COUNTY, AZ
GRAHAM COUNTY, AZ

WINDHAM COUNTY, CT

HORSHAM TOWNSHIP, PA
BUCKS COUNTY, PA
ROYAL OAK, MI

GRANT COUNTY, WI

SONOMA COUNTY, CA
RICHMOND & ALBANY, CA

MIDDLESEX & SUFFOLK COUNTY, MA

EDMOND, OK

WAKE COUNTY, NC
SPALDING COUNTY, GA

COLUMBIA COUNTY, GA

DALLAS, TX
LEON COUNTY, TX
CEDAR PARK & AUSTIN, TX
HARRIS COUNTY, TX
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LANDRY PARISH, LA

WINTER SPRINGS, FL

HOLTSVILLE, NY
BURLINGTON COUNTY, NJ
GLOUCESTER COUNTY, NJ
BALTIMORE, MD
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ABOUT THE RESPONDENTS

Survey respondents outside US

TORONTO

STOKE ON TRENT
NOTTINGHAMPSHIRE
LONDON

HONG KONG

BRISBANE
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ABOUT THE RESPONDENTS’ RELATIVES

Around one-third of respondents’ children had tested positive for vEDS
Out of 42 respondents, 51% have living children. 32% of these children have
tested positive, with another 13% suspected to be positive. The status of the
22% of remaining children is unknown.
DIAGNOSTIC STATUS OF RESPONDENTS’ CHILDREN

TESTED NEGATIVE
FOR vEDS

33%

TESTED POSITIVE
FOR vEDS

32%

NOT TESTED
FOR vEDS

22%

SUSPECT POSITIVE
FOR vEDS

13%
0%
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40%
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60%

Data was not collected on deceased children.
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ABOUT THE RESPONDENTS’ RELATIVES

Most respondents were unaware of the vEDS status
of their living relatives
Only 19% of respondents’ relatives have tested negative.
STATUS OF LIVING RELATIVES (EXCLUDING CHILDREN)*

TESTED
NEGATIVE
19%

DO NOT KNOW
61%

TESTED
POSITIVE
10%
SUSPECT
POSITIVE
11%

*n = 454
Note: n=109 living parents, n=107 living siblings, n=128 living grandparents, n=110 other living relatives who may have vEDS
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ABOUT THE RESPONDENTS’ RELATIVES

Cases of vEDS may be under-reported
Although data was not collected for deceased relatives, and we do not
know how many respondents have de novo mutations*, with a 50% chance
of inheriting vEDS it appears that there is potential for more cases of vEDS
among living relatives whose status is “unknown.”
LIVING PARENT

LIVING SIBLING

LIVING GRANDPARENT

OTHER LIVING RELATIVE

1%
11%
34%

7%

14%

21%

13%

6%

6%

16%

7%
24%

48%

58%

TESTED POSITIVE

SUSPECT POSITIVE

80%

DON’T KNOW

54%

TESTED NEGATIVE

*Present for the first time in one family member.
Note: n=109 living parents, n=107 living siblings, n=128 living grandparents, n=110 other living relatives who may have vEDS
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Diagnosis and care
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DIAGNOSIS AND CARE

Getting a proper diagnosis can take more than 10 years –
up to 50 years in at least one case
This data shows that:
1 Proper diagnosis is lacking
2 Current incidence rate of vEDS is likely underestimated due to:

Misdiagnosis, or lack of diagnosis
• The potential for many living asymptomatically with undiagnosed vEDS
•

HOW LONG DID IT TAKE YOU TO RECEIVE A POSITIVE vEDS DIAGNOSIS, AFTER INITIAL SYMPTOMS?
LESS THAN A YEAR

32%

1-5 YEARS

22%

5-10 YEARS

5%

10+ YEARS

26%

TESTED DUE TO RELATIVE’S EVENT

15%
0%
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DIAGNOSIS AND CARE

Almost 70% of deceased relatives who may have been
suspected of having vEDS died without being aware of it

KNOWN vEDS STATUS OF RELATIVES NOW DECEASED

UNAWARE OF POTENTIAL OR
ACTUAL vEDS DIAGNOSIS

66%

AWARE OF SUSPECTED
vEDS DIAGNOSIS

18%

AWARE OF
vEDS DIAGNOSIS

16%

0%
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DIAGNOSIS AND CARE

Most people were diagnosed by a geneticist
For many, a multidisciplinary team of specialists is frequently
involved in the journey to diagnosis.
SPECIALTY OF THE PHYSICIAN(S) INVOLVED IN THE DIAGNOSIS

GENETICIST

88%

VARIOUS

28%

CARDIOLOGIST

18%

SURGEON

17%

PEDIATRICIAN

16%

PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIAN
INTERNIST

12%

1%
0%
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DIAGNOSIS AND CARE

Most respondents look to a cardiologist to direct their vEDS care;
followed closely by primary care physicians and geneticists
Many people depend on a multidisciplinary team. 51% of respondents look to cardiologists
for ongoing care, while only 18% of patients receive an initial diagnosis from these
professionals. There appears to be a need to educate cardiologists about vEDS.
SPECIALTY OF DOCTOR DIRECTING vEDS CARE

CARDIOLOGIST

51%

PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIAN

40%

GENETICIST

37%

SURGEON
PEDIATRICIAN
INTERNIST

13%

8%

4%
0%
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DIAGNOSIS AND CARE

Distribution of recorded vEDS specialists* within US

SEATTLE, WA

SPOKANE, WA

BEND, OR

MINNEAPOLIS, MN
APPLETON, WI
MADISON, WI
CUBY CITY, WI

ROSEBURG, OR

SAN FRANCISCO, CA
SALT LAKE CITY, UT

OMAHA, NE

IOWA CITY, IA

BOSTON, CAMBRIDGE, MA
HOLLAND, MI
ROCHESTER HILLS, MI
PITTSBURGH, PA

WHEATON, IL

MULLICA HILLS, NJ

BALTIMORE, MD

CINCINNATI, OH

CULPEPPER, VA

INDIANAPOLIS, IN

FRESNO, CA

NEW YORK, NY

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA

CLOVIS, CA
ALCOA, TN

CHATTANOOGA, TN

PHOENIX, AZ

ATLANTA, GA
SAFFORD, AZ

1 RECORDED SPECIALIST

DALLAS, TX

HOUSTON, TX

RALEIGH, NC

AUGUSTA, GA

BIRMINGHAM, AL

LAFAYETTE, LA

2-5 RECORDED SPECIALISTS
6+ RECORDED SPECIALISTS
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*Doctors directing vEDS care
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DIAGNOSIS AND CARE

Distribution of recorded vEDS specialists* outside US

TORONTO

NEWCASTLE
STOKE ON TRENT
NOTTINGHAMPSHIRE
AMSTERDAM
LONDON

HONG KONG

1 RECORDED SPECIALIST
2-5 RECORDED SPECIALISTS

BRISBANE

6+ RECORDED SPECIALISTS
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*Doctors directing vEDS care
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Resources
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RESOURCES

On average, online support groups are the most helpful tool in dealing
with vEDS, surprisingly just ahead of a respondent’s medical team

REPORTED HELPFULNESS OF ONLINE TOOLS

ONLINE SUPPORT GROUP(S)

3.9

MEDICAL TEAM

3.4

FRIEND/RELATIVE

3.1

LIVE SUPPORT GROUP

3.0

CONFERENCES

2.8

THE EHLERS-DANLOS SOCIETY

2.8
0

NOT VERY HELPFUL

20

1

2

3

4

5
VERY HELPFUL
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RESOURCES

Respondents expressed enthusiasm for additional resources
being made available

PLEASE VOTE FOR YOUR TOP THREE IDEAS

“HANDBOOK FOR ER” FOR BOTH ERs AND PATIENTS

11

KEY PHYSICIANS/SPECIALISTS LIST

12

24-HOUR vEDS MEDICAL HOTLINE

7

9

3

vEDS SOCIETY THAT CAN
CENTRALLY ORGANIZE FUNDRAISING

7
6

vEDS REGISTRY
1 1 0

vEDS OUTREACH TO HELP IDENTIFY OTHERS

1 1 0

5
3

1
5

7

LIVE SUPPORT GROUP

21

4

5

15
14

13

STANDALONE vEDS WEBSITE

17

11

6

ALLIANCE OF DOCTORS, PATIENTS, &
CORPORATE SPONSORS TO RAISE FUNDS

18

12

10

A DEDICATED VASCULAR EDS SOCIETY

vEDS CONFERENCE IN US

16

0

1 0

3RD FAVORITE

2ND FAVORITE

TOP IDEA
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Comments
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COMMENTS

“I wish more people were aware of the medical condition.”
“There is no standard of care or guidelines in place for doctors to follow.”
“Some support groups don’t allow the support, i.e. family to come to
meetings, just those with the diagnosis. There is a vascular group in the
Seattle area, but we meet only every few years.”
“Having medical professionals get back to you quickly and not make you
wait weeks.”
“Wish conferences were not so far away (live near Chicago...why not there?).”
“Discussion I had at first vEDS conference confirmed most of us didn’t get
support during the denial, anger etc. stage. We were told then dumped
with coping as best we could.”
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COMMENTS

“The prices for the conferences, I haven’t attended as I can’t afford to go. A
lot of people I know with EDS and or vEDS can’t afford to go. Doctors not
knowing much of anything, or nothing, about vEDS. Having doctors believe
you and having the right information about it. Taking our pain seriously and
not treating us like we are just wanting pain meds. Most of us would love not
to have to take pain meds daily.”
“Should an emergency arise and I find myself in ED, nurses and doctors
do not understand.”
“Need an expert who can save my life by working with my Mayo team to
stop the bleeding.”
“Wish there were more support groups for family/friends to help them
understand vEDS and how to deal with their feelings about it.”
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COMMENTS

“Don’t have access to much support or conferences, docs aren’t very
aware of vEDS.”
“There were no tools except med team. Geneticist told me, we/I never needed
to come back. And the pediatrician checked on him the most. Directed me to
cardiologist. We had first appointment made for July - Luke died of dissected
aorta on May 1st. Too little too late.”
“GPs are somewhat helpful however, Doc’s in general are way too conceited
and know it alls to actually help. God forbid the day there is a true emergency.”
“On how expensive the conference is, I only attend one.”
“Lack of accurate knowledge amongst medical providers.”
“Lack of others in area with vEDS diagnosis.”
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COMMENTS

“Frustrations: A) Lack of knowledgeable doctors and specialists in the area
where I live. B) Lack of understanding from doctors, relatives, and the public
in general. C) EDS foundations NOT working together for the good of all!
Wishes: The obvious: A treatment and/or a cure! Quick! Today is not soon
enough!”
“Finding health professionals who have even heard of vEDS.”
“Too few doctors that know how to handle vEDS emergencies. A direct quote
from a recent ER doctor: ‘I don’t know anything about vEDS, but here’s what I
think is going on.’”
“Unless I’m in the care of my specialists I’m not taken seriously, it’s taken 4
aneurysm ruptures this year for other medics to take me seriously and read my
medic alert info.”
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COMMENTS

“It seems nothing is being done for vEDS. Everything I come across or see is
about hEDS. I wish vEDS was a standalone disorder not even grouped in with
EDS. Medical staff can sometimes dismiss you or not take you seriously when
you are having an issue that needs immediate attention. I am also disappointed
with today’s technology that we do not have a better and more decisive
care plan and a Do and Don’t list for those of us with vEDS. The guidelines
that just came out for vEDS were nothing new and again it seems we were
overlooked for hEDS and joint hypermobility syndrome. It’s sad that I have to
let my physicians know what they can and can’t do with me, for once I would
like someone to look out for me and KNOW what they are doing. Thank you
for taking the time to make this survey. I hope you are able to gather what you
need. Good luck.”
“Most doctors have no idea what vEDS is.”
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COMMENTS

“Wish that more doctors knew about vEDS. It is hard being the only person
in the room that knows more about vEDS than the doctors there to help.
I have been turned away in some offices and ERs because they could not
deal with me.”
“I would like even more knowledgeable doctors.”
“Referrals for further investigations have taken almost a year.
Have brain aneurysm now.”
“There is one other person in my area with this diagnosis; I wish all vascular
surgeons/general surgeons could be made aware of vEDS.”
“Lack of information, lack of curiosity, lack of empathy, lack of funding.”
“No treatment, no plan of care.”
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COMMENTS

“The lack of knowledge.”
“I wish there was more research, more things to help prevent an event from
happening. I wish there was more dialog between doctors, across different fields
and from different organizations. This is not a time for egos, it’s about saving
lives and sometimes that means listening and considering others’ views.”
“Seeing the genetic allele knock down become a personalized treatment for
vEDS is what I know will be the best for all.”
“Few online resources, difficulty getting diagnosis.”
“No doctors understand the condition.”
“Wish family was supportive.”
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COMMENTS

“Cost of conferences.”
“So many non-confirmed patients with vEDS participating in online support
groups. Also range of symptoms is huge so it is challenging to have consensus
recommendations. In general the biggest struggle as a vEDS patient is that
there are no clear guidelines for clinical management. I understand that there
aren’t guidelines because there isn’t research to base guidelines on but this is
critical to our care.”
“None really help.”
“There are very few.”
“I don’t really use them.”
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APPENDIX

Final thoughts

“I’m open to participating and helping my daughters.”
“I am responding for my deceased daughter.”
“My mother passed away from vEDS 9 years ago and my little sister passed
away 9 months ago from vEDS.”
“Genealogy shows majority of ancestors died between 50-60 years.”
“Would be great to see more support here in Canada especially financially
for people struggling from disabilities due to vEDS.”
“I am number 6 in my family to have aortic dissection.”
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APPENDIX

Final thoughts

“Ryan’s Challenge is already doing most of these. They started in February
and have already aligned with 2 major research universities and a large
medical center.”
“I believe anyone with heart valve issues should automatically be tested!”
“I was answering as it relates to my son who passed away at age 22 in 2009.”
“THANK YOU!”
“My twin brother and I share a vEDS diagnosis.”
“They say 50/50 chance of getting it but I suspect the chances are a lot higher
in our family.”
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APPENDIX

Final thoughts

“Thank you I appreciate all your hard work and dedication towards vEDS.”
“Please promote and report on the genetic allele knock down progress.”
“My son’s father died in 1998 at the age of 27 — his illness is what led to
my son’s diagnosis. My son was 7 weeks old when his father died, and was
diagnosed at 9 weeks old. We have known since before he was born that
he might have it.”
“No help getting my son tested.”
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Our thanks to the following people and groups:
The more than 80 members of the various vEDS Facebook support groups
who shared insights and experiences from their personal journeys.
Kelley Devaney for her leadership in coordinating the survey.
Acer Therapeutics for sponsoring this presentation of the survey results.

